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Release plan template doc

14 February 2018 By: Swapnil Comments: 0 Releasing a new version/software/system requires planning called Release Planning on all fronts, including the IT department. The ITIL methodology defines a version as a set of authorized changes to an IT service. The Release Plan Model presents and records all necessary details about the posting plans.
Download This release model template template release version types are divided into three types – Minor Release: A significant improvement to an existing system, often packing multiple fixes. These are usually numbered after the decimal point of the large release. For example, a smaller version for version 2 will be numbered 2.1 Major Version:
Introducing new features to the organization and containing hardware or software. These are usually numbered before the decimal point. For example, an important version will be numbered 1.0 Emergency release: As the name implies, this is an unplanned fix for a particular function that simply resolves a symptom, allowing the IT department to feel the
cause and correct the problem. These are usually numbered after the smaller release number. For example, an emergency release for minor version 3.1 will be numbered 3.1.1 Release Plan Model The release plan template presents and records the following details about a release plan The basic details of the plan appear at the top of the model, and
present the version description and the following details – The plan owner. It is to him who will update the plan and details about a periodic schedule, and what is its role When the release plans were submitted, and to whom (the plan approver) The type of release (one of the three types listed above), and the number of postings The status of the plan
(Approved, Pending Approval or Rejected) and its risk level (High, Medium, or Low). High risk means that if the implementation is not successful, the organization will be greatly impacted The owner of the release program (usually this is Project Manager) The start &amp; end dates, and the duration of the release plan What will be the changes in the version:
These include the major changes from the previous version or the last system that was used. Who will be affected by the release: This can focus on internal users who will need to adapt to changes in the new version, and help them prepare accordingly. Risks: Every change includes risks and a release plan must address them, otherwise they can be
overlooked. The risk should also include mitigation plans, not just the potential problem. Who needs to approve any CR (Change Request): Any change in the version must be submitted, revised, approved and documented. This section describes what the chain is for these approvals. The timeline: This is a high-level plan for launch, and describes what
needs to be done and by whom, status, and any comments related to tasks. The format can be Excel, MS-Project, etc. etc. This fits into the ITIL methodology A release must be planned and tracked, as in any work plan. Release planning allows it to align its resources with the organization's requirement, ensuring that the business improves as a result. A
release plan takes into account business needs and allows the IT department to prepare a solid plan that will execute and realize the release. The deployment of the version is followed by the collection of key performance indicators (KPI), to verify that the new version actually helped the business side of the organization and make any adjustments to
continuously improve them. Download All ITIL models The goal of the model is to plan for a new version. This template can be used for any type of release as larger and smaller. This template also allows you to add flowcharts and various other chart types to portray your planning. This Release Note template can be useful for all those who call themselves
scrum masters, product owners, and members of an agile team. The model makes your job easier and it's easy to show your product's progress and development flow. This model meets all your release planning needs through its various functionalities. Release planning model Free download template urban.org free sample release planning model zhdk.ch
optimizing release planning model to download aaltodoc.aalto.fi basic release planning template for download cdsweb.cern.ch Free planning model Free planning model ok.gov gradual release planning model to cph.sweetwaterschools.org download the Doc release plan template cms.gov Software Release Planning Free Download jatit.org Release Plan
Template in Format Word eu-datagrid.web.cern.ch Release Planning Template PDF Download ijcaonline.org If you have any DMCA problems, please contact us! Related posts The content of this template should be populated for the M1 Release Planning Milestone.OverviewProject NameEnter the project nameTarget Release NameEnter the name of the
version you are aiming for to deliver StateEither Incubation, Core, Mature. See ONAP Charter, section 3.3 Project Lifecycle for more informationAweighted the company participating in this release. At least 3-4 organizations including one operator are recommended. Describe the issue being resolved by this versionRequirementsDescribe the use case for the
user for the time when this version is targeted (best reference to customer needs). Minimum Viable ProductWrite the MVP for this release. FeaturesSSNibilityLde the features that this version is committing to deliver providing a link to JIRA Epics and Stories. In the JIRA Priority field, specify the priority (high, medium, low). priority will be used in the case of
desemp scope. Do not give high priority to all features. Summary of epic key T created updated due assignee reporter p status resolution update status Key Summary T Created Updated Due Assignee Reporter P Status Resolution Update Long term roadmapIndicate at a high level the long-term roadmap. That's to put things in the big perspective. Release
DeliveriesIndicates the result (Executable, Source Code, Library, API Description, Tool, Documentation, Release Note, etc.) of this release. NameDeliverable's deliverable descriptionTo populate To populate List all subcompoints part of this release. Activities related to subcomponindo should be in sync with the general version. Subcomponents are
repositories and are consolidated in a single centralized place. Edit the release components name for your project on the centered page. ArchitectureIn the step within the Release, the team is expected to provide more details of Architecture describing how functional modules are interacting. Indicate where your project fits within the ONAP architecture
diagram. Block and sequence diagrams are expected to show relationship within the project, as well as relationship with external components. Anyone who reads this section should have a good understanding of all interaction modules. Platform MaturityPlease fill the centralized wiki page: Frankfurt Release Platform MaturityList api that this project is
expecting from other projects. Prior to reviewing Release Planning, Team Leads must agree to the date on which the API will be fully defined. The API delivery date should not be later than the launch API freeze date. Before the due date, it is a good practice to organize an API review with API consumers. Description of APIDepiDefinition DateAPI Data
deliveryAPI Definition Link (i.e.swagger)To fill in the high-level description of apidate for which the API is reviewed and agreed to fill the Link toward the detailed description of the APIAPI that this project is providing for other projects. APIAPI DescriptionDateAPI Data Delivery DefinitionAPI Definition Link (i.e.swagger)To populate the high-level APIDate
description for which the API is reviewed and agreed to populate the Link toward the detailed description of APIThird-party products mean products that are required to provide services to their components. The development of new features in third-party products may or may not be expected. List Third Party Products (OpenStack, ODL, RabbitMQ,
ElasticSearch,Crystal Reports, ...). NameDescriptionVersionTo fillTo fillTo fill If there are specific dependencies (Centos 7 vs Ubuntu 16. Etc.) list them too. Provide a description of the test activities (unit test, functional test, automation,...) that will be performed by the team under this release. Describe the plan to integrate and test release results within the
global ONAP system. Confirm that the resources have been allocated to carry out these This section is used to document a limitation on a functionality or platform support. We are currently aware of this limitation and will be delivered on a future list. List list. List clear gaps (if any), and their impact. Gaps identifiedTototo fill In To fill out the OutPlease refer to
the Frankfurt Defect StatusNot the risks identified for this release, along with the plan to prevent the risk from occurring (mitigation) and the action plan in the event that the risk would materialize (contingency). Update any risk on the centralized wiki page - Frankfurt RisksFill out the Resources Committed to the Release centralized page. Milestones are set at
the Release Level and the entire supporting project has agreed to meet these dates. This section is optional and can be used to document internal milestones within a project team or multiple project teams. For example, in the event that the team has made an agreement with another team to deliver some artifacts on a certain date that are not in the release
milestone, it is erecommended to provide these agreements and dates in this section. You're not expected to have a detailed project plan. DataProjectDelierableTo fill InTo fill in To fill out the centralized Wikieto update: Frankfurt documentationWhich includes contributions from Team to the specific document related to the project (Config Guide, installation
guide...). Team contributions to general release documentation and training assetNo documentation list, training, and tutorials required to understand release, configuration, and operation capabilities. Documentation includes items such as:Installation InstructionsInstructionsconfigurationDeveloper guideEnd Guideadmin user guide... If this project comes from
an existing proprietary code base, make sure that all proprietary trademarks, logos, product names, etc. have been removed. All ONAP delivery men must comply with this rule and be agnostic to any proprietary symbols. FOSS activities are essential for the delivery of the entire ONAP initiative. The information may not be fully available in Release Planning,
however, to avoid late refactoring, it is critical to accomplish this task as early as possible. List all third-party open source software used within the version type and provide license type (BSD, MIT, Apache, GNU GPL,...). In the event that non-Apache Licenses are found, immediately inform the TSC and the Release Manager and document your reasoning on
why you believe we can use a non-Apache version 2 license. Each project must edit its project table available in the FOSS Project. Compliance with charteringThe project team complies with the ONAP Charter. Letter.
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